P4 Home Learning - Tuesday 27th September
In response to feedback received about the Home Learning we would like to clarify the
new structure for Home Learning. The new Home Learning timetable will ensure that there
is more time to assess your child’s work and give feedback in order to identify their next
steps for learning.
Please note:
As you will see detailed below, Home Learning will be given out on a Tuesday and returned
the following Monday.
Please ensure your child’s name is on their Home Learning if completed on a separate sheet.

Spelling
Spelling will now take the following structure:
Monday: Spelling input and pre-test.
Thursday: Spelling dictation. Jotters taken in for marking and recording.
Friday: Jotters given back out.
As your child will now have 3 evenings for active spelling, only 3 tasks need to be completed.

Reading
Please see your child’s Reading Record for pages to be read and discussed at home. This
will depend on the reading group they are in.
Choose a reading task card to complete each week. A selection of these can be found on
the Juniper Green Primary School website in the class P4A/P4B page. This will be given out
on a Tuesday and returned on a Monday.

Maths: Problem Solving
This will be given out on a Tuesday and returned on the following Monday.
Sumdog
Please continue to use Sumdog at home as often as you can. 10 minutes practice a day is all
that is required.

Spelling– due Thursday 29th September
This week we are learning the ’ing’ spelling pattern following a double consonant. Your
child will have highlighted 10 words on a list which is glued into their home learning jotter
and should be learnt for this Thursday. Please continue with the Active spelling tasks.
Reading
This week’s Reading task: due Monday 3rd October.
Please encourage your child to select a different reading task to complete this week. This
task should be based on the book they are reading this week. This should be completed in
their Home Learning jotters or on a separate piece of paper. This will be shared with the
rest of their group at the start of Tuesday’s reading session.
Maths: Practical Money Challenge
This week’s Maths task: due Monday 3rd October.
Imagine you have been given some money.
Mild—£1
Spicy—£2
Hot—£5
What things could you buy? Write down the item and the cost. How much would you end up
spending all together?
You could go to the supermarket with an adult, or go on a supermarket’s website and look
for the prices there.
Sumdog
Please continue to use Sumdog at home as often as you can. 10 minutes practice a day is all
that is required.
Optional Home Learning Task:
Create an A4 poster with top tips for how to cooperate with others in class and work well in a team.
E.g. “Give everyone a chance to speak”
We will pick some to display in our classrooms.

